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Blue Christmas
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Trumpet 1

E7  F#m7  G\(\#\)  E7/G\(\#\)

Am\(\#\)  D\(\#\)  End Solo

Cadenza Over Last Note

G13
Blue Christmas

Trumpet 4
Slow Dixieland Feel
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Trombone 1
Slow Dixieland Feel
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Trombone 2
Slow Dixieland Feel

Plunger Mute
Growl

Solo Behind Vocals
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Trombone 3
Slow Dixieland Feel

Plunger Mute

Growl
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Guitar
Slow Dixieland Feel

F6
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Blue Christmas

Drums
Slow Dixieland Feel
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V.S.
Blue Christmas

By Billy Hayes & Jay Johnson
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Vocals
Slow Dixieland Feel

I'll have a blue_

Christ-mas with-out you__ I'll be so blue__ just

think-ing a-bout you__ Dec-o-ra-tions of red__ on a

green__ Christ-mas tree__ won't be the same,

dear, if you're not here with me. And when those blue,

oh, snow flakes__ start fall-ing__ that's when those blue

mem'ries__ start call-ing__ You'll be do-ing all right

__ with your Christ-mas of white, and

I'll have a blue__, blue, blue Christ mas.__
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And when those blue, oh, snowflakes start falling, well, that's when those blue, old memories start calling. You'll be doing all right with your Christmas all of white, and I'll, I'll have a blue, blue, blue Christmas. Yes, I'll, I'll have a blue, oh, Christmas.